
SCUSD Master Plan

Briarwood Community Meeting

The purpose of this meeting is to gather feedback on vision and goals from

the community for the master plan of Briarwood.

2/8/22

Navigating

"It's like using Google Maps."

Zoom out to see the whole canvas. Zoom in to see

the detail.

Adding images

1. Search for images in the left toolbar and drag

and drop them into the mural.

2. Or, drag and drop images from your desktop.

Using sticky notes

1. Double-click on the mural in the location you

want to add a sticky note.

2. Or, you can add a sticky note by selecting the

text icon on the sidebar and dragging out your

desired sticky note.
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PARTICIPANTS
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Think about:

Questions?

What are your overall thoughts on the

organization of the campus?

       What works?

       What could be improved?

       Does parking/drop off and circulation

       work?

Are there any program spaces (indoor or

outdoor) that you feel are missing from the

master plan?

Do the proposed spaces have the correct

adjacencies?

      Are there any spaces that should be

     together but are not?

Do you have any questions about the

proposed draft master plan?

Looks good.

My kids are

asking for a

bathroom

upgrade

PE

Classroom

near field and

hardcourts 

OUTDOOR

LUNCH

SHELTER

Shade over

play structures

would be

preferrable.

Trees inside the

campus among

the classrooms

would be great.

Is MPR big enough

for all the students

coming from new

residential

development?

WELLNESS CLOSER

YO

ADMINISTRATION

SPACE

Unlocked gates

outside school

hours would be

great for the

neighborhood.

LIBRARY

MORE

CENTRAL TO

FRONT OF

CAMPUS

Library

should be

central to

classrooms

MAKE IT

VISIBLE

OR KEEP LIB

AT BACK

AND PE UP

FRONT

With the black top

being close to the

neighboorhood

fence, you might

get a lot of balls

over the fence.  But

not a big deal.

LIKE THAT

ITS A

SEPARATE

AREA

LIBRARY MORE

CENTRALLY

LOCATED IN

MIDDLE OF

CLASSROOM

WINGS

CONSDER INDOOR/

OUTDOOR

CONNECTION

I think the

parking lot

plans are

smart.

FENCING

ALONG

CHROMITE

The Early Childhood

Garden is really the

face of the school

since it's at the

corner.  It should look

really nice and

welcoming.

ANOTHER

ENTRANCE

AT AFTER

CARE

Try to keep the

nice big trees

outside the

Kindergarten

hallway.

            OPTION 1

            Questions

            Feedback

           Wrap Up / Determine who will share

           back

10 minutes

30 minutes

5 minutes

            AGENDA

            EXISTING PLAN
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Think about:

Think about:

Think about:

Questions?

What are your overall thoughts on the

organization of the campus?

       What works?

       What could be improved?

       Does parking/drop off and circulation

       work?

Are there any program spaces (indoor or

outdoor) that you feel are missing from the

master plan?

Do the proposed spaces have the correct

adjacencies?

      Are there any spaces that should be

     together but are not?

Do you have any questions about the

proposed draft master plan?

LIBRARY?

ADMIN?

KEEP AS

LIBRARY?

CLASSROOM

NEXT TO

LIBRARY, NOT

ALWAYS IDEAL

Can Stem/Music/Art

really co-exist?

Don't they have

dedicated

equipment that

needs to be set up?

ADMIN SHOULD

BE FRONT AND

CENTER, NOISE

CONCERN WITH

MPR

Is there a new

space for the

teachers

lounge?

WHO IS

HOSTING?

SEPARATE

INTO THREE

SPACES?

MUSIC ONLY

ONE DAY A

WEEK, SHARE

WIH STEMM?

NOT

DECREASING

PRESCHOOL

BATHROOM

UPGRADESMy daughter

says, "More

shade, more

big trees!"

Dressing up the

fronts of these

buildings would

make the school

look much nicer.

A track around this

green space would

be nice for parents

that want to get

some miles in while

their kids are on the

play equipment.

Is it possible to

have trees

between the wings

in the outdoor

learning spaces?

Other schools

are able to do

lots of trees.

Bracher can

too.

            OPTION 2

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS / PARKING LOT

             HOW TO READ A MASTER PLAN

5 minutes

Any volunteers that would like to

share back to the group?

            WRAP UP / SHARE BACK

Jo

Bracher Community Meeting #2

3/22/22


